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Sport Hotel Arabba
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Arabba, Italian Dolomites
This charming family managed hotel in the
heart of the Italian Dolomites offers complete
luxury and comfort in an area of outstanding
natural beauty and some of the best skiing and
walking in the world.
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The Sport Hotel Arabba sits in
a wonderful position beneath
the famous Gruppo Sella in the
delightful village of Arabba in the
Italian Dolomites. Here, guests
can enjoy an area of Italy steeped
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very best in hospitality, cuisine and
friendly locals. The Sport Hotel
Arabba is typical of the Tyrolean
style of Austria and the Italian
Dolomites with furnishings and
decorations of the very highest of
standards and excellent service
and efficiency in keeping with the
tradition of the area.
Staying at The Sport Hotel Arabba is
perfect for both keen skiers and those
more relaxed visitors who prefer a
combination of gentle skiing and hotel
comfort! Positioned right by the slopes,
guests can enjoy the stunning surrounding
views from their bedrooms and the dining
room in the morning before strolling cross
to the main Portovescovo cable car station
to commence one’s day on the slopes.
Arabba is a small village so everything
is within easy reach and the Sport Hotel
Arabba is the perfect venue for drinks with
friends in the piano bar after a day touring
the beautiful Dolomites.
This fabulous ski domaine is not only
extensive, it also benefits from an
incredibly efficient lift system, uncrowded
slopes (with minimal queuing) and
fantastic mountain refuges where one can
enjoy delicious pasta and wine lunches
or maybe some speck and local cheeses.
Summer is arguably even more special
and spectacular in the Italian Dolomites
– the walking and climbing is some of the
best in the world. One can enjoy superb
walks straight of the door from Sport
Hotel Arabba or other days drive to one of
the many stunning locations from which
one can find miles and miles of marked
walking routes. Along the way there are
plenty of refuges where one can stop for
lunch and appreciate the wild flowers, the
fresh mountain air and the spectacular
scenery of the Dolomites.

All the bedrooms at The Sport Hotel
Arabba are spacious with excellent
bathrooms and crisp linen and the
wellness centre gives guests the
opportunity to thoroughly relax after a full
day’s skiing and indulge in the luxury of
the pool, sauna and other treatments.
The restaurant is superb serving mouth
watering dishes typical of the region – no
need to worry here about the cuisine!
There is an excellent wine cellar from
which to choose some fine Italian wines

to accompany dinner and plenty of sitting
areas in which to relax with an aperitivo
and chat about the day’s adventures on
the slopes or after a day’s walking in the
summer.
Magnificent scenery, superb skiing,
excellent accommodation and service and
delicious cuisine – a stay at The Sport
Hotel Arabba is a must for anyone who
loves skiing or walking!
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Information
The Service
• Half board (buffet breakfast and dinner)
• Welcome cocktail
• Access to the Wellness Centre
The
Accommodation
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50 Rooms
• 25 Standard (with shower)
• 17 Comfort (with bath & jacuzzi shower)
• 8 De Luxe (with jacuzzi bath)
All rooms have:
• Telephone
• Satellite tv
• Safe
• Hair dryer
• Bathrobe and slippers
General
• Wine cellar
• Lounge with open fire
• Piano bar
• Games centre
• Internet
• A la carte restaurant,
• Wellness Centre comprising Finnish sauna,
bio-sauna, tepidarium with water beds,
calidarium, aromatic showers, fitness,
whirlpool. Massage, solarium and other
treatments extra charge
Transport
Airports:
• Verona 3 hours
• Venice 2.5 hours
Local Interest
• Extensive skiing in the Dolomiti Superski
area including the Sella Ronda, Val Gardena
and Val Badia.

